
Course # 4 
 

Full-Length Map Quest 
 
 
(1.0 miles, 14 Navigation Points) 
 
All you need is the supplied map, your 
eyeballs and brain. 
 
The Course Guide provides helpful 
hints along the way as you search for 
brass monuments. 
 
Find a secret code AND a hidden 
geocache treasure box along the way. 
 
 
Monuments: 
Each navigation point is marked by a 
circular brass monument 2-3 inches in diameter.  
 
Letters are stamped on the brass monuments. Record the letters found on each 
monument (Verification Code). These letters will comprise a secret message 
verifying your completion of the course IN THE PROPER SEQUENCE.  
 
 
Geocache: 
Keep your eye out for a geocache stashed near a monument somewhere in this 
course.  
 
To get into the geocache, you MUST know the year the Declaration of 
Independence was signed.  
 
Once opened, sign the guest book inside!  
 
Bring a little token goodie to leave inside the geocache if you want to take 
something out. 
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Point Hint Distance 
(yds)

Verification 
Code

0

The starting point on the North Side of the Park’s 
Information Kiosk. When you enter Pecan Grove Park, 
the Kiosk is the small brick structure on your right, 
exactly 300 feet from Pitts Road. On the NORTH side of 
the Kiosk, you will see a 2.5-inch diameter bronze 
monument on the ground. That is your starting point.

-

1 Head towards Canada, take a break in the shade 92

2 In the "Mending Wall", Robert Frost said that "Good fences 
make good neighbors". 103

3 An electrifying experience 54
4 No clue provided. We have faith in you 131
5 No need to climb the fence 173
6 Park within a park 172

7
Do you see the short pillar? What is on that chain? Do 
you know what year the Declaration of Independence 
was signed?

111

8 In the 1800s, Horrace Greeley wrote "Go west, young 
man." Find another short Pillar. 255

9 The grass vertex 155
10 Save cave exploration for another time 97
11 No dilly-dallying. Just get to the point 129
12 You're almost done. No time to play 87
13 All good buildings are built upon a strong foundation 35
14 Don't cross the road 93
0 Back to where you started and you're done! 84

Total Distance (Yards) 1771
Total Distance (Miles) 1.01

Full-Length Map Quest

*Write out the verification letters below for your double top secret message. Good luck Ralphie!*

*Be sure to record the letters (verification code) found on the brass markers!*

Course Guide #4

Though the brass marker is somewhere within the marked circle, it's not necessarily in 
the center of the marked circle. You'll have to search around.
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